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Chapter 16: The Two Worlds of Christendom 
Section 3: The Evolution of Christian Societies 

in Byzantium and Western Europe 
 

Directions: You are free to take your own notes on the textbook reading in whatever style you feel most 
helpful and relevant to you. I still expect you to record all important history-content vocabulary as well as 

higher-level words to improve your general vocabulary, and take notes on important concepts, events, and 
developments in history. I will offer you guidance on what to cover, but ultimately it will be your choice and your 
responsibility. The goal is to focus on reading for your own benefit and understanding, and taking notes as you 

read to keep track of your understandings, so you can learn now and study later. Rather than collecting and 
marking your notes daily, I will assess them through short quizzes and Plickers in class and practice multiple 

choice and short answer questions to make sure that you read and take notes thoroughly. 
 

Ideally, you should be writing between one and two pages of notes, depending on your handwriting. You 
should not spend excessive time on these notes. Notes should be taken quickly while reading. Please also 
include your questions and reflections on this assignment so we can discuss them in class! Be sure to bring 

your notes to class so you can add to them further during class discussion and notes! 
 

Topics to Cover in Notes 
(NOTE: There are many vocabulary terms in this section. I expect you to record definitions for any new words.) 

 
Hierarchical structure of the Christian Church 

Define papacy, changing relationship between the pope and the Byzantine emperor 
Pope Gregory I, his reforms and impact on the Church 

Role of Patriarchs, Caesaropapism 
Iconoclasm of Patriarch Leo III, his motivations and the reaction of the laity 

Origins of Christian monasticism/asceticism, define celibacy 
How it was in the early centuries VS how it changed under St Basil, St Benedict, St Scholastica 

Role of monks in medieval society 
How Christianity spread to Northern Europe 

(NOTE: Textbook mentions “spirited resistance” by pagans to Charlemagne’s conversion efforts. What details 
did they notably leave out of that story? Do you think the textbook is biased, or just trying to keep it simple?) 

St Cyril and St Methodius, the Cyrillic alphabet, reason for creation and lasting influence 
Kiev, development of Russian society, influence of Byzantine culture and religion 

Reasons for conflict between Eastern and Wester Churches 
Define Schism, reasons for the schism, new names of East and West churches 

 
 


